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Figure 1: (Top) Dishlia growth time lapse point cloud over 5 weeks, with classified organs and detected budding, bifurcation and decay
events. (Bottom) The extracted events are then used to bring a static plant model to life with both motion and growth.

Abstract
Studying growth and development of plants is of central importance
in botany. Current quantitative are either limited to tedious and
sparse manual measurements, or coarse image-based 2D measurements. Availability of cheap and portable 3D acquisition devices
has the potential to automate this process and easily provide scientists with volumes of accurate data, at a scale much beyond the
realms of existing methods. However, during their development,
plants grow new parts (e.g., vegetative buds) and bifurcate to different components — violating the central incompressibility assumption made by existing acquisition algorithms, which makes these algorithms unsuited for analyzing growth. We introduce a framework
to study plant growth, particularly focusing on accurate localization
and tracking topological events like budding and bifurcation. This
is achieved by a novel forward-backward analysis, wherein we track
robustly detected plant components back in time to ensure correct
spatio-temporal event detection using a locally adapting threshold.
We evaluate our approach on several groups of time lapse scans,
often ranging from days to weeks, on a diverse set of plant species
and use the results to animate static virtual plants or directly attach
them to physical simulators.
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1

Introduction

Studying growth processes in organic life forms has a long history
in science. Traditionally, such studies rely on manual recordings
of growth stages, or image-based measurements taken at sparse intervals. Such workflows are tedious, prone to measurement bias,
and difficult to scale to large-scale observations, both in space and
time. Advances in affordable 3D acquisition devices provide new
opportunities.
Plant growth is fundamentally different from animal growth. Most
animals are born with all their body organs, which grow and mature with age. In contrast, plants grow and develop throughout their
life cycle, constantly producing new tissues and structures [Chen
and Laux 2012]. Studying such developments involves detecting
specific growth events (e.g., budding of a leaf, see Figure 2), quantifying these events, and tracking their subsequent evolution over
time. Beyond difficulties arising from motion, the key challenge is
to track the continuous shape changes in geometry and topology,
albeit at a very slow rate, due to growth, and possibly due to decay. This is different from typical motion capture setups studying
human movements.
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Figure 2: Challenges in detecting bifurcation/budding events from
point cloud. We observe that the bifurcation on day 33 and the budding on day 34 are subtle and hard to identify; the organs mature
and become easier to detect later on day 35.
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Recent research in acquisition methods has led to rapid advances
in recovering dynamic geometry acquisition while accounting for
missing data, outliers, and movements (e.g., rigid, articulated, nonrigid) among multiple scans across time. All these methods, however, assume the underlying object to be incompressible, i.e., objects can deform but not grow (or decay). Thus, tracking plant
growth (or any growth in a larger context) requires fundamentally
different data analysis algorithms.
We propose an interleaved spatial and temporal analysis in 4D,
where the challenge is to accurately locate budding and bifurcation events. To that end, we present a forward-backward analysis,
where moving forward in time we identify the ‘after-affect’, i.e.,
we extract an easier to detect future event and pull it back in time to
accurately locate the event while still in its infancy (see Sections 4
and 5). We show the necessity of this forward-backward process,
and its effectiveness in accurately locating (morphological) events
leading to novel automated quantitative measurement and analysis
for studying plant growth (see Figure 2).
We validated our method on synthetic datasets and successfully detected growth (and decay) events in scan sequences of a variety of
plant species (e.g., Anthurium, Dishlia, etc.) often acquired over
a period of days and weeks (Section 6). Beyond implications in
studying the underlying growth laws of plants, the recovered growth
parameters are immediately useful for animating plant growth and
simulating, which are otherwise very tedious work for artists (Section 7). We use the evolving organs consistently segmented out
from the 4D point cloud to synthesize live plant models with both
growth and motion. The organ information as well as the properties
associated with each organ can be fed into plant simulators to produce simulations that accurately mimic observed motions in reality.

2

Related Work

Raw output of 3D scanners suffers
from various imperfections including noise, missing data, and outliers. Different methods have been developed to improve the quality of the corresponding reconstructed models (e.g., [Curless 1999;
Alexa et al. 2001; Kazhdan et al. 2006; Huang et al. 2009] and
references therein). Such methods mostly factor out camera movements and consolidate the scans across different viewpoints while
assuming the scanned object to be static.
3D and 4D reconstruction.

When, in addition to camera motion, objects move or deform, time
information becomes critical. Hence, 4D reconstruction with time
being the fourth dimension is used for accurate capture of human
motion or facial expressions while ensuring spatio-temporal coherence across frames. A common approach is to fit pre-defined
shape templates, which encode the topology and sometimes also
the coarse geometry of the captured shape, while solving for perframe pose variations [Ahmed et al. 2008; de Aguiar et al. 2008;
Vlasic et al. 2008; Bradley et al. 2008; Pons-Moll et al. 2011].
When successive scans have small relative deformation and share
large overlapping regions, adequate feature correspondences can be
found between consecutive frames. In such cases, shapes and deformations can be directly recovered without the need for any prior
template priors [Mitra et al. 2007; Liao et al. 2009; Wand et al.
2009; Popa et al. 2010; Tevs et al. 2012; Akhter et al. 2012]. In the
case of video sequences, Beeler et al. [2011] find predefined anchor
frames and propagate the information both forward and backward
to establish frame correspondence. In addition to deforming, plants
also grow (both discrete and continuous) over time and thus violates
a key assumption in all the above methods.

In many applications, the scanned objects preserve volumes (i.e., incompressible) even under deformations and articulation. Hence, Sharf et
al. [2008] use an incompressibility assumption to perform volumetric reconstruction by modeling the material flow. Similarly, consistency in topology can be used to regularize the registration, such
as reduced deformable models in Chang et al. [2009; 2011], consensus skeleton across frames in Zheng et al. [2010], or temporally
coherent hole filling in Li et al. [2012].
Incompressible models and fixed topology.

While shape templates, incompressibility, and topology consistency
priors are valid for many objects, and hence effective for their reconstructions, they often do not apply to plants. Specifically, plants
evolve continuously as organs emerge, build up and wither, resulting in significant changes in shape (e.g., leaf curling), volume
(e.g., leaf expansion and bud formation), and topology (e.g., stem
bifurcation). Recently, Bojsen-Hansen et al. [2012] presented a
method to recover a temporally coherent, deforming triangle mesh
with arbitrarily changing topology from an incoherent sequence of
static closed mesh surfaces. In the medical imaging setting, Lu et
al. [2012] estimate the probability of detected tumors in MRI scans
using non-rigid registration in a Bayesian setting. We not only focus
on deforming shapes but also on changing topologies as necessary
to accurately capture growth-related activities.
Procedural generation of plants
has received much attention in computer graphics ( [Rozenberg and
Salomaa 1980; Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer 1996]). While it
is possible to create very realistic looking plants using L-systems,
we are interested in capturing both form and dynamics of real plant
growth. The analyzed data can be in turn used to re-create high
quality geometry or ‘animate’ procedural plants accurately and realistically, which is very tedious to achieve manually. A variety of
methods have been developed to generate static plant models from
different data sources [Quan et al. 2006; Xu et al. 2007; Neubert
et al. 2007; Livny et al. 2010]. Mündermann et al. [2005] presented
an approach to recover a descriptive developmental model for Arabidopsis with a large amount of measurement data from sparsely
time-lapse images. Fernandez et al. [2010] proposed a semi-manual
approach to track plant growth at cell resolution from 4D confocal
data, focusing on segmenting cells of each frame and computing
the cell lineages between frames. We refer the reader to the comprehensive survey of [Prusinkiewicz and Runions 2012].

Plant modeling and simulation.

Our work is more related to the recent work of Li et al. [2011], who
model and generate moving trees from video, Pirk et al. [2012b],
who leverage dynamic tree modeling and representation for adapting complex tree models to their environment interactively, and
Pirk et al. [2012a], who compute developmental stages of a tree.
The methods approximate trees’ natural growth following botanic
growth models and allometric rules. Although we target a similar
goal, we capture live plants and directly track their growth without
assuming access to an underlying growth template or bifurcation
rules.
Recently, Zhao and Barbič [2013] proposed a technique to interactively author plant models to be simulation-ready by decomposing
the polygon soup into domains and building a hierarchy between
them. While it is very challenging and often ambiguous to automatically segment plants into individual organs from isolated plant
models, we demonstrate that such segmentation can be robustly extracted from a raw 4D point cloud, making the resultant models
directly useable by their simulation framework, and thus providing
a complementary way to generate simulation-ready models.
Apart from reconstruction, time lapse of 2D
images or 3D point clouds contain valuable data that can be anaEvent detection.
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Figure 3: The forward and backward analysis. The forward analysis chronologically processes the frames seeking for the strong evidences
of events, in which cases the backward analysis is triggered to refine the detected spatio-temporal events. In this figure, a new leaf is detected
at F t (highlighted in purple) by the forward analysis, then the backward analysis is triggered, carrying the information from the future, to
refine the events both in space and time.

lyzed to detect and understand particular events that occurred during the captured time periods. Brendel et al. [2011] and Gaur
et al. [2011] convert training videos into spatio-temporal preserving representations, to allow the detection and localization of relevant activities by matching them to the training data. Pirsiavash et
al. [2012] presented a first-person view camera involving long-scale
temporal structure and complex object interactions as well as analysis on detecting activities in the data set. Kevin et al. [2012] utilize
a conditional model that is able to automatically discover discriminative and interesting segments of video. Shotton et al. [2011]
recognize human pose as an instance of per-pixel classification
problem towards a real-time solution. Instead of a supervised approach, we directly detect budding events by analyzing the morphology of the inspected plant, without access to any training set.
Kalal et al. [2010] measure tracking quality based on a forwardbackward error instead of errors only from neighboring frames,
thus achieving robustness against local ambiguities. We also propose a forward-backward analysis but for accurately detecting and
tracking events, which are often subtle to automatically identify in
their early stages.
Thus, to the best of our knowledge, we present the first attempt focusing on event detection in raw point clouds, and analyzing growth
patterns, both in geometry and changing topology across time, in
the context of growing (and decaying) plants.

3

Acquisition Setup

Our acquisition system, shown in Figure 4, consists of a standard
structured light scanner with a camera-projector pair [Song and
Chung 2008; Song et al. 2013] and a turntable on which to place
the plant. We have an array of four such systems, each of which
can independently capture and record the growth of a plant. Each
setup is housed in its own glass cage to shield the plants from external disturbances (e.g., wind).
The scanner captures the geometry of the plant from a specific view,
while the turntable rotates by 30 degrees each time. After each turn,
the setup pauses for 5 sec for the plant to stabilize before scanning
the plant. A full cycle scan consists of 12 such single-view scans.
Intermediate growth and subtle movements during this multi-view
scanning are ignored. We factor out the known movements of the
turntable to bring the scans to a consistent coordinate system and
refine this initial alignment using a multiview ICP refinement. In
each view, the camera records 30 shots over 3 seconds. It takes 5
minutes to do a full cycle scan, which we call a frame and denote by
F t (the superscript t indicates the time instant). The system records
12 frames per hour for an average of 25 days.

Figure 4: (Left) Our acquisition setup consists of a series of structured light scanners. (Right) Plants are housed in individual glass
cages to ensure controlled growth and stable environments.

The resolution of the structured light stripe images is 1280 × 960
and the camera is about 1 m away from the plant, resulting in an
error range for the generated points to be less than 1 mm. However,
in our setting, measurement errors were a bit higher since we provide sufficient light access to the plants, which is less than ideal for
the structured light device.
We captured massive volumes of structured light images. The size
of the resultant point cloud directly depends on the coverage of
the plant in image space, typically ranging between 10-500K, summing up to 3-150M points per day (excluding points from the flower
pots). We found the turntable to be unstable over a long time period,
so we use the features on the flowerpots together with the turntable
axis to refine the registration. We first apply pairwise ICP to the
flowerpot points of neighboring views and then use the constraint
that the 12 views are coaxial in the joint GraphSLAM [Thrun and
Montemerlo 2005] to register the points across the different views.
The resultant registration is used to update the axis of the turn table
for the following frames (data freely available for academic use).
While we use known technology in the core steps, the main challenge was practical – how do we build a very robust acquisition
setup that can scan over long durations (spanning a few weeks)
without significant drift or alignment issues? More advanced 3D
acquisition (e.g., Coplanar Shadowgrams [Yamazaki et al. 2007;
Yamazaki et al. 2009]) specifically designed for long time scanning
can alternately be used in this stage.

4

Forward-Backward Analysis

Starting from input 4D point cloud data that records development
of a plant, our main goal is to track growth of the plant. In particular, we are interested in segmenting the plant, tracking the growth
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values. After some time their features clearly indicate the existence
of two slabs, while on the left end, say in F 0 , or in F 1 , when the
new upper slab is budding, their features are quite alike and very
difficult to discriminate. However, if the features associated with
the two slabs in frame F 1 are known, they can be used as local
references for defining effective relative features, allowing discriminating between the two slabs in F 0 . Thus, once we detect a clear
split between the two slabs, say in frame F t , we define the two local reference values, and trace from right to left (i.e., backwards in
time), until one slab vanishes at F t−δ . Then the new slab event is
detected at F t−δ+1 .

Figure 5: Bar ‘Budding’. Labeling the two vertical bars become
easy at the right end, when they are mature. Labeling them on
left end, close to the budding event, is extremely difficult. However, incrementally tracking from the right backward to the left, and
considering the known labeling of an adjacent frame, significantly
improves the accuracy of the labeling at the left end.

One of the advantages of our forward and backward approach is
that it can be applied on-the-fly during the acquisition of the data.
While the hardware captures F t+1 , the algorithm has enough time
to analyze from frame F t , and if needed, tracing backwards to detect the event in the short past. Note that, for decay events, the
strong evidences come before they become subtle, and can thus be
robustly detected in the forward analysis.

5

Growth Event Detection

of its organs, e.g., stems and leaves, and identifying events such
as vegetative budding of a leaf, or bifurcation of a stem. In other
words, we would like to associate each organ with a unique label,
and detect the spatio-temporal event of the organ’s birth or death
(i.e., budding, bifurcation, or decay).

Detecting events by counting organ number. Growth events
are qualitative changes resulting in the increase or decrease of organ number between neighboring frames, e.g., budding and bifurcation events increase leaf and stem numbers, while decay events
decrease them. Critical to event detection are the leaf number and
stem number in each frame, and can be compute by decomposing
point cloud of each frame into individual organs. We then check the
organ numbers between adjacent frames to detect growth events.

Unlike typical acquisition settings where the challenges arise from
moving camera, articulated, or deformable body movements, or
occluded parts, our problem is different. We have to account for
emerging object parts since our key focus is to detect such growth
events, i.e., locate them both in space and time. There are two key
challenges: (i) events, when they first occur, are too subtle to accurately locate, and only later, after a few frames, can they be robustly
detected; and (ii) looking too far into the future is also misleading
as events can meanwhile disappear (e.g., decay of a leaf), or the
organs can become occluded by other ones. We propose a mixed
approach: step forward through frames, detecting strong evidence
that an event occurred in the past, and then step backwards to correctly locate the origin of the spatio-temporal event (see Figure 3).

Solving organ decomposition as a labeling problem. We
compute the organ number of each frame by first generating a organ hypothesis of one frame, with organ number no less than the
real one, then validating the hypothesis and thus narrowing the hypothesis number down to the real one. The organ hypothesis of
each frame is generated by analyzing the geometry of that frame,
as well as referencing to the adjacent frames. We then map the
points to the organs by minimizing suitable energy functions. Organs without any assigned points indicate false positives, and hence
are removed. The mapping from the points to the remaining organs
decomposes the point cloud into individual organs and thus provides a count of organs for detecting growth events.

Growth events leave noticeable traces in the near future as the bifurcated stem or the grown bud. Both of these organs are relatively
easy to detect in a few frames after the actual event by analyzing
the point cloud using local discriminating features. In particular,
curvature helps discriminate between leaves and stems; while local
orientation helps discriminate different branches of the stem around
bifurcation points.

Specifically, we maintain an active organ hypothesis Ht := {Ltl }∪
{Sst } for frame F t , where L and S denote leaf and stem categories,
with Ltl as the l-th leaf and Sst as the s-th stem, respectively. Given
a point pt ∈ P t in F t , we would like to find a labeling that maps P t
to Ht , while minimizing a suitable energy function. Such labeling
outputs both the organ category (L or S) and the index (lt or st ) of
the organ pt should belong to.

Since growing parts gradually evolve over time, feature differences
are more prominent when measured with respect to a local reference value observed in nearby frames, instead of with respect to
absolute values. Hence, the classification parameters are better derived directly from the local data, rather than being hard-coded at
the beginning. This implies that the reference value must be retrieved from the future, where the reference value exits for the organ for which we search its budding, and no reference values exist
in the past. This again suggests that we can only go forward to
the future to have an effective reference value to analyze the data,
before stepping back in time.
Figure 5 illustrates a vertical slab over which a brand new slab
emerges. The two adjacent slabs grow vertically with the horizontal axis denoting time. The slabs are colored by their feature

Two-stage labeling. Instead of simultaneously solving for organ
category and organ indices, we take a two-stage approach. The
first stage finds a binary labeling fB that maps P t to {L, S} and
thus classifies the point cloud into leaf points Lt and stem points
S t ; the second stage consists of two multi-labelings fL and fS ,
further decomposing Lt and S t into individual leaves {Ltl } and
stems {Sst }, respectively.

Both the binary and multiple labeling stages in both forward and
backward analysis make use of information from adjacent frames
to generate and validate the active organ hypothesis Ht . In the
multiple labeling stage, the labels, and even the number of them,
are unknown. The organ information from adjacent frames is especially useful for the multiple labeling stage to automatically gener-
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Figure 6: Feature reference adaptation. A zoom of F t−2 to F t in Figure 3 with associated feature confidences. The confidences for forward
analysis are computed against the relative features that come from the past, while the confidence for the backward analysis are computed
from the relative features coming from future. We show that the relative features gives higher confidences leading to better localization of
events in time and space. The illustration demonstrates the necessity of adapting thresholds to handle the development of plant organs.

ate the target labels for the the points of current frame to be mapped
to. Depending on the forward/backward direction, Ht−1 (in forward
analysis) or Ht+1 (in backward analysis) will be taken as reference
while processing F t . We next discuss the two stages in detail.

5.1

Leaf-stem binary classification

We find a binary labeling fB that maps P t to two known labels
L and S for leaf and stem category, respectively. We want each
point to be mapped to the most likely organ type, while neighboring
points should be mapped to the same organ type for spatial coherence. We accordingly define the objective energy to be minimized
by the labeling as:
E(fB ) :=



pt ∈P t


t 
Dpt fB (p ) +



(pt ,q t )∈N

Pt


t
t 
V fB (p ), fB (q ) , (1)

where NP t := {(pt , q t )} is a neighborhood system on P t with
{(pt , q t )} being 3D Delaunay triangulation edges with Euclidean
lengths less than 3mm
to the error range of our setup).

 (according
The data term Dpt fB (pt ) measures the cost of classifying pt


as leaf or stem. The smoothness term V fB (pt ), fB (q t ) measures the cost of assigning the labels fB (pt ), fB (q t ) to the neighboring points pt , q t and is used to encourage spatial coherence.
We approximately solve the minimization via an Markov Random
Fields (MRF) formulation using α-expansion [Boykov et al. 2001;
Boykov and Kolmogorov 2004; Kolmogorov and Zabih 2004].
At the borders of organs, neighboring points often have very different labels and it is important that the energy function do not over
penalize such labeling. Since curvature estimates are typically high
around organ boundaries, we define the smoothness term as:

t
t 
V f (p ), f (q ) :=



1
max( C(p
t) ,

0

1
)
C(q t )

if f (pt ) = f (q t )
t

t

if f (p ) = f (q )

,

(2)

where C(pt ) is the curvature of pt , and the labeling function f applies for fB here, as well as fL and fS in Section 5.2. The smoothness term penalizes labeling neighboring points to different organs,
but less near organ borders. The curvature value is approximated as
C(pt ) := λ1 /(λ1 + λ2 + λ3 ), with λ1 ≤ λ2 ∧ λ1 ≤ λ3 , using the
eigenvalues from a local PCA analysis of points around pt .
A mature leaf is typically flatter compared to stems, and hence has
points with lower curvature values. We use this observation to discriminate between
stems
 and mature leaves. Hence, we build the

data term Dpt fB (pt ) based on the curvature values.

Since C(pt ) ∈ [0, 1/3], larger values can be several times the
smaller ones, we first cap very small C(pt ) to c (we use 0.015),
and then use a log function to further reduce the non-linearity
t
of the
 feature t values,
 resulting in flatness feature R(p ) :=
log max(C(p ), c ) .

We define L := log(c ) and S := log(1/3), and R(pt ) ∈
t
[L , S ]. With the flatness feature of each
we define
point R(p ),
t
t
t
flatness feature of each leaf R(Ll ) :=
R(p
)/|L
t
t
l | and
p ∈Ll

t
t
t
stem R(Ss ) := pt ∈S t R(p )/|Ss |, respectively.
s

We define the distance between a point p and an organ O, d(p, O),
as the distance between p and the closest point in organ O. We
t±1
take the flatness feature R(Lt±1
l∗ ) of the closest leaf Ll∗ and flatt±1
t±1
t−1
ness feature R(Ss∗ ) of the closest stem Ss∗ in F
(in forward
analysis) or F t+1 (in backward analysis) as the reference value for
computing the data cost of labeling pt to leaf or stem (see Figure 6),
and only when the closest leaf or stem is missing in the neighboring
frames, global absolute threshold L and S are used:
Dpt (L) :=





max R(pt ) − R(Lt±1
l∗ ), 0
R(pt ) − L

if Φ > 0
if Φ = 0

,

(3a)
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tem is on Lt , instead of P t . After the optimization, there may
be empty leaves, which are the false positives in the hypothesis.
They are removed from {Ωtl } and the remaining are used to update
{Ltl } ⇐ {Lx ∈ {Ωtl } : Lx = ∅} (see Figures 10 and 11).

Day 1

Day 8

Figure 7: A decaying Dishlia leaf (circled). As can be seen from
the enlarged rendering, the leaf shrinks and folds as it decays, yet
it can be correctly classified through its degrading process.

Dpt (S) :=





t±1
max R(Ss∗
) − R(pt ), 0
if Φ > 0

S − R(pt )

if Φ = 0

,

(3b)

where Φ := |{Lt±1
}| × |{Sst±1 }| is an indicator of whether there
l
are both leaf and stem existing in the neighboring frame. The relative definition of the data term adapts both in time (neighboring
frame) and space (closest organ), and thus accommodates for gradual evolution of plant parts.
The forward-backward analysis (see Section 4) with the adaptive
reference values in the data term enables accurate leaf-stem classification even when the differences are subtle or when the flatness
feature values are biased, while forward only analysis with global
absolute threshold misses them in their early days (see Table 1).

5.2

Once the leaves of F t are computed/updated, their flatness features
are computed/updated accordingly. The updated values are used
for adapting reference feature values in the process of the adjacent
frames. Figure 6 shows an example for detecting evolving or degrading organs. Note that the reference values are processed from
strong growth event evidences to subtle cases, thus the evidences
of bifurcation or budding events are detected in the forward analysis and then refined in the backward analysis with the information
from future. The decaying events come with strong evidences with
subtle endings, thus can be robustly handled in the forward analysis
(see Figure 7).

Stem multi-labeling segmentation. Like that in the leaf segmentation part, the stem segmentation decomposes stem points S t
into individual stems {Sst }. However, unlike leaves that are largely
isolated by the leaf-stem classification, the stems points are still
tightly connected.

Instead of extracting connected components, we branch the stem
points into potential stems (c.f., [Huang et al. 2013]). Here we have
a threshold for trimming the short stems, but it performs similar
as L and S for leaf-stem classification: although we take a conservative decision, branches could be mistakenly trimmed, still, the
backward analysis will have a chance to fix this. Finally, we get a
set of individual branches (see Figure 8).
Similar to leaf segmentation, we generate stem hypothesis by
{Ωts } ⇐ {Sst }  {Sst±1 }, and then find the labeling fS that maps
pt ∈ S t to {Ωts } by minimizing:
E(fS ) :=

Individual organ segmentation

The leaf-stem binary classification decomposes P t into leaf points
Lt and stem points S t , which are further decomposed by multilabelings fL and fS into individual organs. Labelings fL and fS
can be performed in parallel, since they operate on different parts
of the data. We elaborate first fL and then fS in this subsection.
Leaf multi-labeling segmentation. The leaf-stem binary classification already takes the stem points S t away from P t , leaving the
leaf points, without the support of stems, floating in the air. Ideally,
the connected components in Lt should represent individual leaves.
But in cases that two leaves touch or partially overlap, they will be
treated as one segmentation. To address this issue, we employ temporal coherence, i.e., using the segmentation results of the adjacent
frames to resolve ambiguity in the current frame.

We generate leaf hypothesis {Ωtl } by jointing the potential leaves
{Ltl } in F t with leaves detected in F t−1 (in forward analysis) or
}. The inF t+1 (in backward analysis): {Ωtl } ⇐ {Ltl }  {Lt±1
l
tuition of the  operator is that if two leaves were previously separated and correctly segmented, this information should be transferred to the current frame when the two are now connected. Note
that the  operator may put some false positives in the hypothesis. We segment the leaf points into individual leaves by solving a
multi-labeling fL which maps pt ∈ Lt to the joint leaf hypothesis
{Ωtl }, when the following energy function E(fL ) is minimized:
E(fL ) :=



pt ∈Lt


t 
Dpt fL (p ) +



(pt ,q t )∈N t
L



pt ∈S t


t
t 
V fL (p ), fL (q ) ,

(4)





where Dpt fL (pt ) := d pt , fL (pt ) , and the neighborhood sys-


t 
Dpt fS (p ) +



(pt ,q t )∈N

St


t
t 
V fS (p ), fS (q ) .

(5)

The orientation feature are discriminative between different
branches, upon which the data term is built:

t 
Dpt fS (p ) :=





O(pt ) − O fS (pt )

Υ



if d pt , fS (pt ) ≤ ∆
,

 t
if d p , fS (pt ) ≥ ∆

(6)

where O(pt ) := (x, y, z) is the orientation of pt , with x, y,
z the diagonal

element of the matrix from the local PCA analysis, O fS (pt ) is the average orientation of points in fS (pt ),
and Υ is a large penalty that prevents pt being assigned to a distant stem. After the optimization, the stem hypothesis is updated:
{Sst } ⇐ {Sx ∈ {Ωts } : Sx = ∅}.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )

Figure 8: Branch extraction from the stem points: 1/10 points are
sampled from the stem points (a), these samples are centralized and
further downsampled (b), then a minimum spanning tree is applied
to generate the compound stem (c), then the MST is filtered by node
degree (d). The remaining branches that are shorter than a threshold are trimmed (e). Finally, branches are mapped to the stems
points and stem components are extracted (f).
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Table 1: Dataset. The first two columns after the plant names describe the length of scanning (in days) and point density (number of
points per frame). Initial and Final describe the number of leaves
and stem segments at the start and end of our study, respectively.
The Events(f&b) provides a chronically record of events such as
budding, bifurcation, and decaying detected by our algorithm. The
Events(f-only) provides events detected by forward only analysis
with global absolute threshold.
Set

#day

Anthurium

18

#pts

Initial

580k

#stem: 10
#leaf: 5

Final
#stem: 10
#leaf: 8

Dishlia

35

1,060k

#stem: 6
#leaf: 6

#stem: 7
#leaf: 7

Dancing bean

5

500k

#stem: 3
#leaf: 0

#stem: 5
#leaf: 2

Events(f&b)
day 3: bud.
day 3: bud.
day 12: bud.
day 7: dec.
day 9: dec.
day 17: bif.
day 27: dec.
day 29: bif.
day 33: bif.
day 33: bif.
day 34: bud.
day 35: bud.
day 35: bud.
day 1: bif.
day 2: bif.
day 5: bud.
day 5: bud.

Events(f-only)
day 4: bud.
day 5: bud.
day 14: bud.
day 6: dec.
day 8: dec.
day 19: bif.
day 24: dec.
day 32: bif.
day 34: bif.
day 35: bif.
day 35: bud.
day 35: bud.
day 35: bud.
day 2: bif.
day 2: bif.
day 5: bud.
day 5: bud.

Detection of new organs in the current frame of the forward analysis, triggers the backward analysis to update the leaf-stem classification, as well as individual organ segmentation of previous frames.
Both the leaf and stem segmentation procedures work at a part-level
and generate consistent segmentation across frames. The algorithm
establishes organ correspondences between frames and separating
touching/overlapping leaves (see (see Figures 10 and 11), which is
essential for tracking individual organs and detecting new events.

6

Results

We have captured data representing the development of several
plants over a period of 1-5 weeks. All the plants grow from seeds,
but some are moved into the acquisition cube while the plant was
already several inches tall, due to the special care needed at the
early stage. After that, the plants remain in the cube until they
grow out of sight of the camera, and we stopped the acquisition.
We used three growing plants representing different species in this
study (the number of weeks grown for are shown in parentheses):
an Anthurium (3)-in Figures 11 and 9, a Dishlia (5)-in Figure 1,
10, and 7, and a dancing bean (1)-in Figure 12. Table 1 lists some
statistics of these three plants.
Each plant represents different shapes and different growth dynamics: the Anthurium plant has large leaves with firm branches; the

Day 1

Figure 10: Two frames of the Dishlia plant with organ segmentation. Two leaves grow into almost the same plane and touch each
other in Day 15, which is difficult to segment only using this frame.
However, they are distinguished by tracking forward from when they
were spatially separated and thus correctly labeled in Day 1.
Dilisha plant has relatively thinner branches, therefore, leaves have
larger motion than the Anthurium plant; the Dancing Bean plant is
the fastest growing, and because of its large swaying movements
we refer to it as the “Dancing Bean” (see Figure 12).
As a plant matures, its structures grow dense, leading to significant occlusions and direct physical interactions among its various
organs. This results in blurred or even indistinguishable boundaries
between structures, which is made worse by the noisy nature of the
input scans. At any frozen moment of time, it can be difficult to discern semantically meaningful plant components. Figure 11 shows
a frame of the Anthurium data, where one leaf touches another leaf
making them hard to distinguish from each other. However, several
frames after, that leaf grows away from the other leaf and moves to
open space. The leaf-stem classification for this frame immediately
identifies the new leaf. This event in the forward analysis, triggers the backward analysis to track and detect the leaf closer to its
budding moment. This supports the underlying assumption of temporary coherence during the course of the plant’s growth. Figure 10
shows another example of forward analysis.
Beyond detecting growth, we also track decay (i.e., senescence) of
leaves, when they fold or wither away. Figures 7 shows a decaying
leaf of the Dishlia plant. Note that the geometric shapes of the same
plant component can be significantly different. The temporal coherence helps to resolve the ambiguity. Figure 1 depicts more events
detected in the Dishlia plant growth including budding, bifurcation,
and leaf decay.

Day 13

budding
Day 3

budding
Day 12

Day 18

Figure 9: Anthurium growth time lapse point cloud (colored according to photos) over 18 days (top row), with classified organs
(e.g., leaf and branch, distinctively colored) and detected development events shown in the bottom row.

Day 15

Day 14

Day 12

Figure 11: A growing new leaf of the Anthurium plant. The new
leaf starts with a very curvy shape, and touches the middle blue
leaf on day 13. On day 14, it stretches and get detected as a new
component, and further as a new leaf. Through backward analysis,
this new leaf component helps segment the new leaf in day 13 and
even go further towards its budding moment on day 12.
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matching the structures of two time frames.

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Figure 12: Three frames of the dancing bean plant. The plant
grows fast and exhibits large swaying motion during its development. Day 2 shows the blurring effect resulted from the dynamics within a single frame of the scanning period (minutes). These
‘blurry’ points are still correctly classified even though they exhibit
quite different geometric features. On Day 3 that individual plants
touch and intertwine, due to the large amount of motion. Our algorithm successfully handling all these scenarios using spatial and
temporal coherence.
As our method relies on temporal coherence, it could be sensitive
if the plant demonstrates fast and large scale motion. Figures 12
shows three frames of the Dancing Bean plant where the stems
swing by large amount (see accompanying video). The large scale
motion makes geometric correspondence difficult to maintain. Our
approach of first building geometric features, such as flatness and
orientation, and then tracking structure correspondence based on
feature analysis, works around this challenge. Note also the ‘blur’
of point cloud due to movements within the scanning period of one
single frame. Branch extraction helps in data consolidation and
together with the feature analysis, ensures building component correspondence between adjacent frames.

Our forward-backward analysis with adaptive reference values accommodates the characteristics of gradually evolving point features
of growing plants, and is demonstrated to be effective for robust
segmentation of plant organs. We observed that there are cases that
two organs cannot be correctly segmented by features only. For
example in Figure 11, the new leaf buds even before the moment
we detect it with an extremely curvy shape and thus has features
similar to stems. The prior that growing organs gradually evolve in
volume can be incorporated to address this issue, i.e., by adding the
constraint that the volume of each organ should change smoothly.

7

Applications

We demonstrate two applications with the 4D data and the information extracted from them: plant animation and simulation, both of
which are very hard and tedious to be modelled by hand.
Synthesizing live plants with captured growth sequence.

Our algorithm consistently segments 4D point cloud into individual organs, where the growth and motion of each organ can be extracted, as well as the relative bifurcation positions and times. Such
information can be used to synthesize a live plant of similar species.
Given a static plant model with proper correspondences to the organs extracted from the 4D point cloud data as the initial state, it
can be brought to life by, or synthesized from, a real growth sequence (see Figure 1 and accompanying video). This is analogous
to motion transfer widely used for human body, however, here not
only the motion is captured/transferred, but also the growth.

Plants at different development stages may have very different
shapes. While the flatness feature works well with plants that have
big leaves and thin stems, it does not work well with the soybeans
that just break through the soil. In this case, we simply change
the flatness feature into another thickness feature (radius of local
points) in our dynamically thresholded forward-backward analysis.
We investigated plants growing indoors in controlled glass-walled cubic space to ensure minimal external environmental disturbance (e.g., wind) and human interventions (e.g.,
trimming). Plants growing in open spaces can get more bushy and
leafy, making the tracking of individual leaves almost impossible.
Instead, the interest there would be tracking of major events, such
as large branching and mass statistics.
Limitations.

We did not make use of any species-specific priors, which could
improve both the accuracy (e.g., detecting a semi-folded leaf with
the knowledge of the unfolding process inherent to the leaf development of certain species) and efficiency (e.g., detecting evidence of
a new event early on) for the detection of an event. This would also
help adapt parameters for our algorithm; for example, the flatness
and orientation features, as used in the algorithm, can vary statistically from species to species, also at different stages development
of a species.
While we leverage temporal coherence, it has a fairly ‘short memory’ due to its greedy nature, i.e., if part correspondence is lost for
too long, it will not be re-tracked. This can happen, for example,
when a leaf grows into surrounding leaves and branches, and grows
out only after a long while. One solution can be to conduct backward search in large steps and employ global optimization when

Figure 13: Robust leaf segmentation improves simulation. Individual frame based segmentation of Figure 10 (right) considers the two
touching leaves as one resulting in two leaves glued together in the
simulation (left). Cross frame organ information transfer identifies
these two leaves and provides correct information for realistic simulation (right). The image is courtesy of [Zhao and Barbič 2013].

Organ segmentation for simulation. Proper segmentation and
hierarchical organization of the plant organs are critical for simulation (cf. [Zhao and Barbič 2013]). Since most plant models are
built for rendering purpose only, additional effort has to be applied
to author such models to be simulation-ready. Our algorithm outputs consistent segmentation of the 4D point cloud, resolves even
organ touching or overlapping cases. The segmentation information
in the point cloud is transfered to the reconstructed mesh model,
making it segmented and hierarchically organized, and thus simulation ready (see Figure 13 and accompanying video). On the other
hand, valuable properties can be extracted from the 4D data, and
fed into plant simulators. For example, in Figure 14, the stiffness
values of the stems are set as a function of their ages which are directly computed by our algorithm. The age based stiffness values
help produce simulations that conform better to its observed motion
in reality (see accompanying video).
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